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A Letter from Pluto
Dear Reader,
This is an updated version of our Autumn 2020
catalogue, amended due to the ravages of the global
pandemic. Currently, we are in the throes of the crisis,
and our publishing schedule must reflect that. Out of
necessity, many books due to be published this season
have now been moved into 2021. But we have added
to the mix a few choice titles which confront the
pandemic in different ways.
Finding hope amidst despair is Pandemic Solidarity,
a book that brings together voices from across the
world of people creating a new way of living when
the normal structures of society crumble and leave so
many vulnerable. We announce a disruptive new book
series ‘Vagabonds’ with two new titles looking at the
philosophy of the pandemic, radical epistemologies
and new approaches to health. And we are also

The global pandemic is an existential threat to radical publishing.
We are in the throes of the crisis, and our publishing schedule
must reflect that.
announcing the ‘Red Letter’ series, developed through
The People’s Forum in New York, which is opening
with a brand new book by Marxist extraordinaire,
David Harvey.
The global pandemic is an existential threat to
radical publishing. If you want to support Pluto, we
have created a Patreon where you can subscribe to
receive free ebooks, exclusive merchandise, extended
podcast episodes and much more. Go to patreon.com/
plutopress to find out more.
Happy reading!
Emily Orford,
Senior Marketing Manager
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We need to
excavate our
institutions, dig up
our ongoing pasts,
with all the tools
in the back of our
archaeological van,
sometimes with
a teaspoon and
toothbrush; other
times with a pick
or a jack-hammer.
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The Brutish Museums:
The Benin Bronzes, Colonial Violence
and Cultural Restitution
Dan Hicks

A call for western museums to wash their hands
of colonial blood

‘A startling act of conscience. An important book which could
overturn what people have felt about British history, empire,
civilisation, Africa, and African art’
- Ben Okri, Nigerian poet and novelist

Walk into any European museum today and you will see the
curated spoils of Empire. They sit behind plate glass: dignified,
tastefully lit. Accompanying pieces of card offer a name, date and
place of origin. They do not mention that the objects are all stolen.
Few artefacts embody this history of rapacious and extractive
colonialism better than the Benin Bronzes - a collection of
thousands of metal plaques and sculptures depicting the history
of the Royal Court of the Obas of Benin City, Nigeria. Pillaged
during a British naval attack in 1897, the loot was passed on
to Queen Victoria, the British Museum and countless private
collections.
The story of the Benin Bronzes sits at the heart of a
heated debate about cultural restitution, repatriation and the
decolonisation of museums. In The Brutish Museums, Dan Hicks
makes a powerful case for the urgent return of such objects, as
part of a wider project of addressing the outstanding debt of
colonialism.

Cultural Studies

Trade

November 2020
Hb: £20 / ISBN: 9780745341767
368pp
230 x 150mm
World. All languages
Written by a curator at the Pitt
Rivers Museum - which holds
one of the largest collections of
Benin Bronzes
Lifts the lid on a heated and
controversial issue and makes
the case for African cultural
restitution
RELATED TITLE:
EUROPE AND ITS SHADOWS
Coloniality after Empire

Hamid Dabashi
Pb: £18.99
ISBN: 9780745338408

DAN HICKS FSA is Professor of Contemporary Archaeology at
the University of Oxford, Curator at the Pitt Rivers Museum,
and a Fellow of St Cross College, Oxford. He was awarded the
2017 Rivers Memorial Medal by the Royal Anthropological
Institute, and was Visiting Professorat the musée du quai
Branly Jacques-Chirac in Paris in 2017-18. Dan has published
eight books including The Cambridge Companion to Historical
Archaeology (CUP, 2006).
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St. Pauli:
Another Football is Possible
Carles Viñas and Natxo Parra

From German unification to the birth of the
Bundesliga and beyond, this book tells the history
of Germany’s cult football club and its famously
left wing fan base

FC St. Pauli is a football club unlike any other. Encompassing music,
sport and politics, its fans welcome refugees, fight fascists and take
a stand against all forms of discrimination. This book goes behind
the skull and crossbones emblem to tell the story of a football club
rewriting the rulebook.
Since the club’s beginnings in Hamburg’s red-light district,
the chants, banners and atmosphere of the stadium have been
dictated by the politics of the streets. Promotions are celebrated
and relegations commiserated alongside social struggles, workers’
protests and resistance to Nazism. In recent years, people have
flocked from all over the world to join the Black Bloc in the stands of
the Millerntor Stadium and while in the 1980s the club had a small
DIY punk following, now there are almost 30,000 in attendance at
games with supporters across the world.
In a sporting landscape governed by corporate capitalism, driven
by revenue and divorced from community, FC St. Pauli demonstrate
that another football is possible.
CARLES VIÑAS has published several books, including
Skinheads a Catalunya (2004), El Mundo Ultra: Los Radicales del
Futbol Espanol (2005) and Tolerancia Zero: La Violencia en el
Futbol (2006).

Sport

Trade

October 2020
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745340906
304pp
215 x 135mm
World. English language only.
Uses the history of FC St. Pauli
as a lens through which to
explain and analyse politics in
football
Only the second book to be
published in English on the
football club
RELATED TITLE:
A PEOPLE’S HISTORY OF TENNIS

David Berry
Hb: £20
ISBN: 9780745339658

NATXO PARRA is a labour lawyer and cooperative partner at
Col.lectiu Ronda, Barcelona. He is co-author of ‘The Concept
of Radicalization’ in Jihadist Islam: Radicalization and CounterGlobalization (2015).
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Series: Red Letter

CHIEF EDITOR:
Jordan T. Camp
Director of Research, The People’s Forum
Visiting Scholar, Center for Place, Culture
and Politics, CUNY Graduate Center
Co-Director, Racial Capitalism Working
Group, Center for the Study of Social
Difference, Columbia University

Announcing RED LETTER,
a new series from Pluto Press.
RED LETTER features established
and emerging radical authors,
organisers and organic
intellectuals of political
and social movements.
RED LETTER advances a clear
analysis of racism, capitalism
and imperialism, and documents
the interventions of movement
intellectuals invested in the
struggles of the poor, working
class, and dispossessed in North
America and throughout the world.
RED LETTER books will be
developed in and launched from
The People’s Forum, a movement
incubator in New York City.
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EDITORIAL BOARD:
Christina Heatherton
Assistant Professor, American Studies,
Barnard College
Co-Director, Racial Capitalism Working
Group, Center for the Study of Social
Difference, Columbia University
Manu Karuka
Assistant Professor, American Studies,
Barnard College
Co-Director, Racial Capitalism Working
Group, Center for the Study of Social
Difference, Columbia University
ADVISORY BOARD:
Elisabeth Armstrong (Professor of the
Study of Women & Gender, Smith College)
Claudia de la Cruz (Executive Director,
The People’s Forum)
Jodi Dean (Professor of Political Science,
Hobart and William Smith Colleges)
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz (Professor
Emerita, CSU, Hayward)
Kanishka Goonewardena (Associate
Professor, Geography and Planning,
University of Toronto)
Gerald Horne (Moores Professor of
History and African American Studies,
University of Houston)
Gary Y. Okihiro (Professor Emeritus of
International and Public Affairs, Columbia
University)
Vijay Prashad (Director, Tricontinental:
Institute for Social Research)

NEW IN RED LETTER

The Anti-Capitalist Chronicles
David Harvey

A new book from one of the world’s best-selling
Marxist authors

‘A consistent and intelligent voice on the left’
FINANCIAL TIMES

Amidst waves of economic crises, class struggle and neo-fascist
reaction, few possess the clarity and foresight of world-renowned
theorist, David Harvey. Since the publication of his bestselling A
Brief History of Neoliberalism, Harvey has been tracking the evolution
of the capitalist system as well as tides of radical opposition rising
against it. In The Anti-Capitalist Chronicles, Harvey introduces
new ways of understanding the crisis of global capitalism and the
struggles for a better world.
While accounting for violence and disaster, Harvey also
chronicles hope and possibility. By way of conversations about
neoliberalism, capitalism, globalisation, the environment,
technology and social movements, he outlines, with characteristic
brilliance, how socialist alternatives are being imagined under very
difficult circumstances.
In understanding the economic, political and social dimensions
of the crisis, Harvey’s analysis in The Anti-Capitalist Chronicles will be
of strategic importance to anyone wanting to both understand and
change the world.

Politics

Trade

October 2020
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745342092
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745342085
208pp
216 x 140mm
Series: Red Letter
World. All languages, excluding
Portuguese (Brazil)
Harvey is the bestselling
Marxist writer in the
English-speaking world
Light and accessible to the
non-Marxist reader
RELATED TITLE:
MARX’S ‘CAPITAL’
Sixth Edition

Ben Fine and Alfredo Saad-Filho
Pb: £7.99
ISBN: 9780745336978

DAVID HARVEY is one of the most cited authors in the
humanities and social sciences. A leading theorist in the
field of urban studies whom Library Journal called ‘one of the
most influential geographers of the later twentieth century,’
he is currently a Distinguished Professor of Anthropology
and Geography at the Graduate Center of the City University
of New York. He is the author of many books, including Marx,
Capital and the Madness of Economic Reason (2017) and A Brief
History of Neoliberalism (2005).

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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NEW IN RED LETTER

Futures Held Hostage:
Confronting US Hybrid Wars
and Sanctions in Venezuela
Edited by Jordan T. Camp
and Manu Karuka
What is happening in Venezuela? This collection
uncovers the forms of imperial aggression being
waged by the US government

International Relations

Crossover

October 2020
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745342115
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745342108
160pp
216 x 140mm
Series: Red Letter
World. All languages, excluding
Portuguese
The first book on the subject to
be published since the failed
coup in 2019
An explicitly activist project
which aims to ‘propel an
emergent movement’ against
US sanctions
With exemplary contributors
including Vijay Prashad, Nick
Estes and George CiccarielloMaher
RELATED TITLE:
THE EBB OF THE PINK TIDE
The Decline of the Left in Latin
America

Mike Gonzalez
Pb: £19.99
ISBN: 9780745399966

The attempted coup in January 2019 made headlines, but it was
merely a continuation of the US government’s policy of targeting
Venezuela through non-traditional means. Rather than deploying
military force, it has engaged in a ‘hybrid war’, using state and nonstate actors to exert political, economic and social pressure across
various spheres of everyday life. This has deliberately targeted the
poorest and most vulnerable citizens.
Futures Held Hostage explores the features of this hybrid war
being waged against Venezuela, showing that the victims are being
‘held hostage’ with no foreseeable resolution. An intervention into
popular and political debate, the book consists of essays by leading
scholars, journalists and activists. The contributors expose the ways
that the Venezuelan people have experienced the effects of sanctions,
rising mortality and decreasing life expectancy due to impaired
distribution of food, medicine, housing and healthcare.
The authors demonstrate that this punishment is a response to
Venezuela’s attempts to assert its independence from international
finance capital and construct a future at odds with global neoliberal
regimes. A mass, popular movement against the US will be a vital
component of a more just and equitable future in Venezuela, the
United States, and the world at large.
JORDAN T. CAMP is Director of Research at The People’s Forum
and Visiting Scholar in the Center for Place, Culture and
Politics at the CUNY Graduate Center. He is the co-editor of
Policing the Planet: Why the Policing Crisis Led to Black Lives Matter
(2016).
MANU KARUKA is an Assistant Professor of American Studies
at Barnard College. He is the author of Empire’s Tracks:
Indigenous Nations, Chinese Workers, and the Transcontinental
Railroad (2019).
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NEW IN FIREWORKS

Pandemic Solidarity:
Mutual Aid during the Covid-19 Crisis
Edited by Marina Sitrin

What happens to society when it is freed from the
neoliberal narrative?

In times of crisis, when institutions of power are laid bare, people
turn to one another. Pandemic Solidarity collects firsthand experiences
from around the world of people creating their own narratives of
solidarity and mutual aid in the time of the global crisis of Covid-19.
The world’s media was quick to weave a narrative of selfish
individualism, full of empty supermarket shelves and con-men.
However, if you scratch the surface, you find a different story of
community and self-sacrifice. Looking at thirteen countries and
regions, including India, Rojava, China and the US, the personal
accounts in the book weave together to create a larger picture,
revealing a universality of experience - a housewife in Istanbul
supports her neighbour in the same way as a punk in Portland, and a
grandmother in Italy does.
Moving beyond the present, these stories reveal what an
alternative society could look like, and reflect the skills and
relationships we already have to create that society, challenging
institutions of power that have already shown their fragility.
MARINA SITRIN is an Assistant Professor of sociology at SUNY
Binghamton, New York. She is the author of Horizontalism:
Voices of Popular Power in Argentina (AK Press, 2006); Everyday
Revolutions: Horizontalism and Autonomy in Argentina (Zed
Books, 2012), and co-author of They Can’t Represent US!
Reinventing Democracy from Greece to Occupy (Verso, 2014).

Politics

Crossover

June 2020
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745343167
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745343174
240pp
198mm x 129mm
Series: FireWorks
World. English language only
Part of an ongoing project
collecting real-life stories of
the pandemic, which will be
hosted online and updated as
the crisis continues
Live recordings of the
interviews made will be
available online as special
content for readers
RELATED TITLE:
PANDEMONIUM

Angela Mitropoulos
Pb: £14.99
ISBN: 9780745343303
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NEW IN FIREWORKS

Reinventing the Welfare State:
Digital Platforms and Public Policies
Ursula Huws

The welfare state is unfit for purpose – how can
we transform it into a force for equality and social
justice?

Politics

Crossover

September 2020
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745341842
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341835
128pp
215 x 135mm
Series: FireWorks
World. All languages
Proposes new policies which
will become talking points for
the Labour left
Written from an explicitly
feminist perspective with a
cutting analysis of gender
equality in the labour market
Author advises policy-makers
– so will be of interest to think
tanks, consultants and policy
analysts as well as Labour
Party members
RELATED TITLE:
CYBER-PROLETARIAT
Global Labour in the Digital
Vortex

Nick Dyer-Witheford
Pb: £19.99
ISBN: 9780745334035
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The British welfare state is over 70 years old. It was created to
provide economic redistribution, universality of entitlement and
collectively provided public services for all. In this book, leading
analyst Ursula Huws argues that it is no longer fit for purpose, and
in order to succeed in the 21st century, must be redesigned.
Huws focuses on some of the key issues of our time – the gig
economy, Universal Credit, and gendered and domestic labour,
to criticise the current state of welfare in this country. Drawing
on a lifetime of research on these topics, she clearly explains why
we need to radically rethink how it could change. With positivity
and rigour, she proposes new and original policy ideas, including
critical discussions of Universal Basic Income and new legislation for
universal workers’ rights.
She also outlines a ‘digital welfare state’ for the 21st century. This
would involve a repurposing of online platform technologies under
public control to modernise and expand public services, and improve
accessibility.
URSULA HUWS is Professor of Labour and Globalisation at the
University of Hertfordshire. She is the author of numerous
books, including Labour in Contemporary Capitalism: What Next?
(2019).

NEW IN FIREWORKS

Exploring Degrowth:
A Critical Guide
Vincent Liegey and Anitra Nelson

An introduction to the degrowth movement
worldwide

Degrowth is a philosophy and movement aimed at reducing
economic activity to avert climate catastrophe, while simultaneously
improving well-being. While we work and consume less, we can
still increase our happiness though devoting more time to culture,
community and non-monetary pursuits.
This introduction to degrowth—in concept, practice, vision and
strategies—draws on select works and the views of key advocates.
It focuses on how to practice degrowth and reveals its organisational
strengths and challenges which are inspired by diverse geographic
and cultural contexts. It explains why the possibility of eternal
economic growth under capitalism is erroneous and dangerous,
whilst also challenging the left’s emphasis on reforms such as
environmental regulation and redistributive social justice delivered
by a state supporting economic growth.
Covering themes including the Green New Deal, horizontal
democracy, local economies, the reduction of work and postcapitalism, this book shows why degrowth is a compelling and
realistic project which should be taken seriously by all people looking
to prevent climate catastrophe.
VINCENT LIEGEY is an engineer and independent
researcher who joined the French degrowth movement in
2007, participating in political debates on degrowth as
spokesperson of the French Degrowth Party (2008–2012). He
co-authored A Degrowth Project (2013).

Environment

Crossover

August 2020
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745342023
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745342016
160pp
215 x 135mm
Series: FireWorks
World. All languages
A clear and concise explainer
with lively descriptions
revealing the political
strengths of degrowth in
practice and theory
Vincent Liegey is a prominent
spokesperson on the topic
RELATED TITLE:
SMALL IS NECESSARY
Shared Living on a Shared
Planet

Anitra Nelson
Pb: £19.99
ISBN: 9780745334226

ANITRA NELSON is Honorary Associate Professor at the Centre
for Urban Research, RMIT University (Melbourne, Australia).
She is the author of Small is Necessary: Shared Living on a
Shared Planet (Pluto, 2018) and is co-editor of Food for Degrowth
(2020) with Ferne Edwards.
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NEW IN VAGABONDS

Pandemonium:
Proliferating Borders of Capital and
the Pandemic Swerve
Angela Mitropoulos

Demanding a radical epidemiology in the face of
the lethal failures of capitalism

Politics

Crossover

July 2020
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745343303
128pp
215mm x 110mm
Series: Vagabonds
World. All languages

Part of the Vagabonds series of
short, radical pamphlets
fanning the flames of
discontent
Highly critical of the world’s
governments’ responses to the
crisis
Exposes the class, racial and
gendered aspects of the
pandemic
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In November 2019, a new strain of coronavirus appeared in
Wuhan, China, and quickly spread across the world. Since then, the
pandemic has exposed the brutal limits of care and health under
capitalism. Pandemonium examines how a virus became a crisis
along racial, class and gendered borders, shaped by the legacies of
colonialism in which deaths are passed off as inevitable. It questions
the dangers of capitalist understandings of order and disorder, of
health and disease, and of life itself.
From the origins of the crisis at the crossroads of the biopharmaceutical industry, fossil-fueled pollution, and the privatisation
of healthcare in China, Mitropoulos follows the virus’s spread as
governments embraced reckless strategies of containment. The
failures of quarantines and travel bans racialised the disease, and the
reluctance to expand healthcare capacity deepened already perilous
inequalities. Untested pharmaceuticals and right-wing demands
to ‘reopen the economy’ no matter the human cost reveal a world
where the very definition of ‘the economy’ is fundamentally shifting.
Pandemonium demands a radical epidemiology—one that is
informed by an understanding of the interdependence of living
things, involving both the power of combined human agency and
the molecular swerve.
ANGELA MITROPOULOS is a theorist and academic based in
Sydney, Australia. Among other writings which track shifting
boundaries and movements in the history of philosophy,
science, aesthetics, politics and economics, she is the author
of Contract and Contagion: From Biopolitics to Oikonomia (2012).

NEW IN VAGABONDS

The Hologram:
Feminist, Peer-to-Peer Health for a
Post-Pandemic Future
Cassie Thornton

A radical new approach to health and caregiving in
the age of Covid-19

In an era when capitalism leaves so many to suffer and to die, with
neoliberal ‘self-care’ offering little more than a bandaid, how can we
take health and care back into our hands? In The Hologram, Cassie
Thornton puts forward a bold vision for revolutionary care: a viral,
peer-to-peer feminist health network.
The premise is simple: three people - a ‘triangle’ - meet on a
regular basis, digitally or in person, to focus on the physical, mental
and social health of a fourth - the ‘hologram’. The hologram, in
turn, teaches their caregivers how to give and also receive care; each
member of their triangle becomes a hologram for another, different
triangle, and so the system expands.
Drawing on radical models developed in the Greek solidarity
clinics during a decade of crisis, and directly engaging with
discussions around mutual aid and the coronavirus pandemic, The
Hologram develops the skills and relationships we desperately need
for the anti-capitalist struggles of the present, and the post-capitalist
society of the future. One part art, one part activism, one part
science fiction, this book offers the reader a guide to establishing a
hologram network as well as reflections on this cooperative work in
progress.
CASSIE THORNTON is an artist and activist from the US,
currently living in Canada. She refers to herself as a feminist
economist, and is the co-director of the Re-Imagining
Value Action Lab in Thunder Bay, an art and social centre at
Lakehead University in Ontario, Canada.

Politics

Crossover

July 2020
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745343327
96pp
215mm x 110mm
Series: Vagabonds
World. All languages

Part of the Vagabonds series of
short, radical pamphlets
fanning the flames of
discontent
Includes all the materials to
help any individual start their
own Hologram, as well as
background information,
theory and stories

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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The Empire at Home:
Internal Colonies and the End
of Britain
James Trafford

How is Britain enacting colonialism at home?

Politics

Academic

December 2020
Pb: £24.99 / ISBN: 9780745341002
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745340999
192pp
215 x 135mm
World. All languages
A powerful analysis of Britain’s
contemporary condition
through the lens of internal
colonialism
Connects Britain’s imperial
past to contemporary debates
around racism, Islamophobia
and white supremacy
Rich empirical detail of the
concrete strategies and
dynamics of ‘embedded
imperialism’ at home
RELATED TITLE:
DECOLONISING THE
UNIVERSITY

Edited by Gurminder K.
Bhambra, Dalia Gebrial
and Kerem Ni ş ancıo ğ lu
Pb: £16.99
ISBN: 9780745338200
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Modern Britain is forged through the redeployment of structures
that facilitated and legitimised slavery, exploitation and
extermination. This is the ‘empire at home’ and it is inseparable from
the strategies of neo-colonial extraction and oppression of subjects
abroad.
Here, James Trafford develops the notion of internal colonies,
arguing that methods and structures used in colonial rule are redeployed internally in contemporary Britain in order to recreate and
solidify imperial power relations. Using examples including housing
segregation, targeted surveillance and counter-insurgency techniques
used in the fight against terrorism, Trafford reveals Britain’s internal
colonialism to be a reactive mechanism to retain British sovereignty.
As politics appears limited by nationalism and protectionism,
The Empire at Home issues a powerful challenge to contemporary
politics, demanding that Britain as an imperial structure must end.
JAMES TRAFFORD is Reader in Philosophy and Design in the
school of Communication Design at the University for the
Creative Arts. He is the author of Meaning in Dialogue (2017),
and co-editor of Alien Vectors (2019), and Speculative Aesthetics
(2016).

Fascism:
History and Theory
Revised Edition

David Renton

The classic text on the history and theory of fascism, revised
for the twentieth anniversary of its first publication

‘Excellent ... genuinely thought provoking and refreshing’
Race and Class

Across Europe and the world, far right parties have been enjoying
greater electoral success than at any time since 1945. Right-wing
street movements draw huge supporters and terrorist attacks on
Jews and Muslims proliferate. It sometimes seems we are returning
to the age of fascism.
To explain this disturbing trend, David Renton surveys the
history of fascism in Europe from its pre-war origins to the present
day, examining Marxist responses to fascism in the age of Hitler and
Mussolini, the writings of Trotsky and Gramsci and contemporary
theorists. Renton theorizes that fascism was driven by the chaotic
and unstable balance between reactionary ambitions and the mass
character of its support. This approach will arm a new generation of
anti-fascists to resist those who seek to re-enact fascism.
Rewritten and revised for the twentieth anniversary of its first
publication, Renton’s classic book synthesizes the Marxist theory of
fascism and updates it for our own times.
DAVID RENTON is a barrister, historian and anti-fascist
activist. His previous books include Never Again: Rock Against
Racism and the Anti-Nazi League (Routledge, 2018) and The New
Authoritarians (Pluto, 2019).

Political Theory

September 2020
Pb: £18.99 9780745341200
Hb: £75 9780745341194
240pp
215 x 135mm
World. All languages

A completely updated and
revised edition of David
Renton’s classic book on
fascism
Author is a respected theorist
of fascism

RELATED TITLE:
ALT-RIGHT
From 4chan to the White House
Mike Wendling

Pb: $18
ISBN: 9780745337456

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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Mapping
Social
Reproduction
Theory
A new
book series
edited by
Tithi Bhattacharya
and Susan Ferguson
19
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NEW IN MAPPING SOCIAL REPRODUCTION THEORY

Disasters and Social Reproduction:
Crisis, Communities and the State
Peer Illner

A Marxist-feminist approach examining disaster
relief in the US

Reductions in state spending have put significant strain on
communities during disasters. When hurricanes, floods and
earthquakes hit, the responsibility for emergency relief is shifted
from the state onto civil society.
Disasters and Social Reproduction builds upon Marxist-Feminist
elaborations of unwaged forms of labour, arguing that social
reproduction theory is best understood as a dynamic between the
state, the market and civil society. Following the long economic crisis
of the 1970s, disaster relief has become increasingly reliant on the
unwaged reproductive labour of ordinary people, allowing the US
state to cut back on social spending, a shift that has fundamentally
reconfigured the responsibilities of the state and civil society.
As sea levels rise, climate change worsens and we see an
increase in disaster relief led by communities, this analysis of the
interrelations between state, society and grassroots initiatives,
including Occupy Sandy and the American Black Cross, will prove
indispensable.

ALSO IN THE SERIES:
SOCIAL REPRODUCTION THEORY
Remapping Class, Recentering
Oppression

PEER ILLNER is a guest lecturer at the University of
Copenhagen and the Architectural Association.

Edited by Tithi Bhattacharya
Pb: £18.99
ISBN: 9780745399881

Political Theory

Academic

November 2020
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745339542
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745339559
208pp
215 x 135mm
Series: Mapping Social Reproduction
Theory
World. All languages
Will become increasingly
relevant as global warming
changes our climate

WOMEN AND WORK
Feminism, Labour, and Social
Reproduction

Susan Ferguson
Pb: £18.99
ISBN: 9780745338712
SOCIAL REPRODUCTION THEORY
AND THE SOCIALIST HORIZON
Work, Power and Political
Strategy

Aaron Jaffe
Pb: £18.99
ISBN: 9780745340548

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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NEW IN MAPPING SOCIAL REPRODUCTION THEORY

Social Reproduction Theory and the
Socialist Horizon:
Work, Power and Political Strategy
Aaron Jaffe. Foreword by Cinzia Arruzza

How can we use Social Reproduction Theory to
inform political strategy?

Politics

Academic

November 2020
Pb: £18.99 / ISBN: 9780745340548
Hb: £75 / ISBN:9780745340531
192pp
216mm x 140mm
World. All languages
Evolves and refines a socialist
strategy for anti-capitalists,
anti-racists, LGBT activists,
disability activists and
feminists

How do we integrate the theoretical underpinnings of social
reproduction theory (SRT) into our understanding of the social
harms inflicted upon us? How can we use it to inform our struggles
and affect societal change under capitalism?
Integrating our understanding of productive and reproductive
spheres and exploring the connection between identity-based
oppression and class exploitation, SRT has emerged as a powerful
Marxist frame for social analysis and political practice. In this book,
Aaron Jaffe extracts SRT’s radical potential, relying on recent
struggles, including the International Women’s Strike and the
teachers’ strikes, showing how we can use SRT to motivate socialist
politics and strategy.
Using social reproduction theory to appreciate distinct forms
of social domination, this unique and necessary book will have
vital strategic implications for anti-capitalists, anti-racists, LGBT
activists, disability activists and feminists.
AARON JAFFE is Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Liberal
Arts at The Juilliard School in New York. His articles have
appeared in Comparative Literature and Culture, Philosophy and
Social Criticism, and other journals. He has written chapters in
The Bloomsbury Companion to Marx, and Critical Theories and the
Budapest School.
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The Global Police State
William I. Robinson

A critical look at the terrifying rise in the control of
‘surplus’ populations

As the world becomes ever more unequal, people become ever more
‘disposable’. Today, governments systematically exclude sections of
their populations from society though heavy-handed policing. But
it doesn’t always go to plan. William I. Robinson exposes the nature
and dynamics of this out-of-control system, arguing for the urgency
of creating a movement capable of overthrowing it.
The global police state uses a variety of ingenious methods of
control, including mass incarceration, police violence, US-led wars,
the persecution of immigrants and refugees, and the repression of
environmental activists. Movements have emerged to combat the
increasing militarisation, surveillance and social cleansing; however
many of them appeal to a moral sense of social justice rather than
addressing its root - global capitalism.
Using shocking data which reveals how far capitalism has
become a system of repression, Robinson argues that the emerging
megacities of the world are becoming the battlegrounds where the
excluded and the oppressed face off against the global police state.
WILLIAM I. ROBINSON is Professor of Sociology, Global
Studies, and Latin American Studies, at the University of
California-Santa Barbara. Among his many award-winning
books are Global Capitalism and the Crisis of Humanity (2014)
and We Will Not Be Silenced (Pluto, 2017).

Politics

Crossover

August 2020
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745341644
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341637
208pp
215 x 135mm
World. All languages
Covers hot button topics linked
to political battles raging
across the world over
immigration, digitalisation,
trade and war
Draws upon the work of writers
such as Nick Srnicek,
Shoshana Zuboff and Paul
Mason
Author is one of the leading
figures in the critical analysis
of capitalism
RELATED TITLE:
CRISIS AND CONTROL
The Militarization of Protest
Policing

Lesley J. Wood
Pb: £21.99
ISBN: 9780745333885
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Hong Kong in Revolt
Au Loong-Yu

A dive into the tumultuous protests in Hong Kong
that are forming the identity of a generation

Politics

Crossover

August 2020
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745341460
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341453
160pp
215 x 135mm
World. All languages
The first book about ongoing
protests in Hong Kong which
have hit international news
Author was born in Hong Kong
and has been writing about and
active in the social movements
there since the 1970s
RELATED TITLE:
CHINA AND THE 21ST CENTURY
CRISIS

Minqi Li
Pb: £21.99
ISBN: 9780745335384
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Hong Kong is in turmoil, with a new generation of young and
politically active citizens shaking the regime. From the Umbrella
Movement in 2014 to the defeat of the Extradition Bill and beyond,
the protestors’ demands have become more radical, and their actions
more drastic. Their bravery emboldened the labour movement and
launched the first successful political strike in half a century, followed
by the broadening of the democratic movement as a whole.
But the new generation’s aspiration goes far beyond the
political. It is a generation that strongly associates itself with a Hong
Kong identity, with inclusivity and openness. This book sets the new
protest movements within the context of the colonisation, revolution
and modernisation of China. Au Loong-Yu explores Hong Kong’s
unique position in this history and the reaction the protests have
generated on the Mainland.
Looking deeper into the roots and intricacies of the movement,
the role of ‘Western Values’ vs ‘Communism’ and ‘Hong Kongness’
vs ‘Chineseness’, the cultural and political battles are understood
through a broader geopolitical history. For good or for bad, Hong
Kong has become one of the battle fields of the great historic contest
between the US, the UK and China.
AU LOONG-YU is a leading global justice and labour
campaigner. His most recent book is China’s Rise: Strength
and Fragility (2012). He is one of the founders of Globalization
Monitor, a Hong Kong based group which monitors China’s
labour conditions.

China’s Engine of Environmental
Collapse
Richard Smith

Authoritarianism, capitalism and destruction: why
China is leading the world to ecocide

As the world hurtles towards environmental oblivion, China is
leading the charge. ‘Cancer villages’ have sprung from poisoned
farmlands, unregulated chemical dumps have been exploding and
water and food have been contaminated. With a poor record on
industrial safety, China’s plans to widely adopt nuclear power are
terrifying the world.
Richard Smith looks into why this ecological apocalypse is
so much worse than under ‘normal’ capitalism. Absurdly, Xi
Jinping’s police-state is incapable of suppressing pollution in its own
industries. Since the Communist Party’s rulers depend upon the
state-owned economy for their wealth and power, they subvert their
own market reforms, meaning China suffers the worst of both worlds
- irrational Stalinist bureaucratic tendencies mixed with the blind
growth of capitalist market demand.
Corruption is rife, there is no rule of law, and since cutting
pollution means cutting jobs, more often than not Beijing allows
industries to pollute to meet its growth targets. The only way to
stop China’s drive to collapse is to slam the brakes on its ceaseless
overproduction and to revolutionise its economy on the basis of
social need and sustainability instead of profit.
RICHARD SMITH has published articles on the Chinese
revolution, China’s transition to capitalism, and China’s
environment for Against the Current, New Left Review, Monthly
Review and the Ecologist. He is the author of Green Capitalism:
The God that Failed (2016), and is a founding member of the
US-based group System Change Not Climate Change.

Environment

Crossover

July 2020
Pb: £18.99 / ISBN: 9780745341576
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341552
320pp
215 x 135mm
World. All languages
Taps into the drive for the
Green Industrial Revolution
that is sweeping the world
Highly critical of China, calling
for an eco-socialist revolution
in the country
Brings together political
science, economics and
sociology in a uniquely
comprehensive analysis
RELATED TITLE:
GREEN POLITICS IN CHINA
Environmental Governance and
State-Society Relations

Joy Y Zhang and Michael Barr
Pb: £12
ISBN: 9780745332994
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Innocent Subjects
Terese Jonsson

A cutting analysis of the racist structures of
mainstream feminism

RELATED TITLE:
FEMINISM IS FOR EVERYBODY

In a time of intensified global white supremacist and patriarchal
violence, anti-racist feminist movements and analyses have never
been more vital. Women of colour are at the forefront of such
struggles worldwide - but are white feminists really by their side?
Despite a rich history of black critique of racist and imperial
feminist politics, racism still exists within contemporary British
feminist movements. To explain why, Terese Jonsson examines the
history of feminism over the last forty years. She argues that black
British feminism’s central role in shaping the movement has been
marginalised through narratives which repeatedly position white
women at the centre of the story, from the women’s liberation
movement in the 1970s to today.
Analysing the ways in which whiteness continues to pervade
both academic and popular feminist literature, as well as feminist
debates in the liberal media, Jonsson demonstrates that, despite an
increased attention to race, intersectionality and difference, stories
told by white feminists are shaped by their desire to maintain an
‘innocent’ position towards racism.

bell hooks
Pb: £18.99
ISBN: 9780745317335

TERESE JONSSON is a member of the editorial collective of
Feminist Review.

Gender

Crossover

December 2020
Pb: £17.99 / ISBN: 9780745337500
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745337517
240pp
215 x 135mm
World. All languages
Dismantles contemporary
feminist writers, including
Caitlin Moran and Natasha
Walter
Speaks to the rise of black
feminism in Britain today
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The Cost of Free Shipping:
Amazon in the Global Economy
Edited by Jake Alimahomed-Wilson and
Ellen Reese

Amazon’s ubiquity is finally covered within one
book – and in it lies the answers on how to take on
this new, terrifying form of capitalism

As the world hurtles towards environmental oblivion, China is
leading the charge. ‘Cancer villages’ have sprung from poisoned
farmlands, unregulated chemical dumps have been exploding and
water and food have been contaminated. With a poor record on
industrial safety, China’s plans to widely adopt nuclear power are
terrifying the world.
Richard Smith looks into why this ecological apocalypse is
so much worse than under ‘normal’ capitalism. Absurdly, Xi
Jinping’s police-state is incapable of suppressing pollution in its own
industries. Since the Communist Party’s rulers depend upon the
state-owned economy for their wealth and power, they subvert their
own market reforms, meaning China suffers the worst of both worlds
- irrational Stalinist bureaucratic tendencies mixed with the blind
growth of capitalist market demand.
Corruption is rife, there is no rule of law, and since cutting
pollution means cutting jobs, more often than not Beijing allows
industries to pollute to meet its growth targets. The only way to
stop China’s drive to collapse is to slam the brakes on its ceaseless
overproduction and to revolutionise its economy on the basis of
social need and sustainability instead of profit.

Amazon’s power has only
grown during the pandemic -

RICHARD SMITH has published articles on the Chinese
revolution, China’s transition to capitalism, and China’s
environment for Against the Current, New Left Review, Monthly
Review and the Ecologist. He is the author of Green Capitalism:
The God that Failed (2016), and is a founding member of the
US-based group System Change Not Climate Change.

Joy Y Zhang and Michael Barr
Pb: £12
ISBN: 9780745332994

Politics

Crossover

September 2020
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745341484
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341477
288pp
215 x 135mm
World. All languages

Highly critical of China, calling
for an eco-socialist revolution
in the country
Brings together political
science, economics and
sociology in a uniquely
comprehensive analysis

RELATED TITLE:
GREEN POLITICS IN CHINA
Environmental Governance and
State-Society Relations
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Grassroots Economies:
Living with Austerity in Southern
Europe
Edited by Susana Narotzky

A comparative ethnography of the grassroots
economic responses to austerity policies in
Southern Europe

Anthropology

October 2020
Pb: £24.99 9780745340234
Hb: £70 9780745340227
304pp
5.3” x 8.5”
World. All languages
A comparative ethnography of
the grassroots economic
responses to austerity policies
in Southern Europe
Written by a team of nine
scholars, whose five-year
research project included
extensive ethnographic
fieldwork across nine sites in
Greece, Italy, Spain and
Portugal

RELATED TITLE:
SURPLUS CITIZENS

Struggle and Nationalism
in the Greek Crisis
Dimitra Kotouza
Pb: $31
ISBN: 9780745337784
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The austerity crisis has radically altered the economic landscape of
Southern Europe. But alongside the decimation of public services
and infrastructure lies the wreckage of a generation’s expectations
and visions for the future. In Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal, there
is a new, difficult reality of downward mobility.
Grassroots Economies interrogates the effects of the economic
crisis on the livelihoods of working people, providing insight into
their real-life anxieties and contradictions. Drawing on a rich seam
of ethnographic material, the contributors construct a distinctive
comparative analysis from across the region to explore the tensions
and struggles in people’s coping mechanisms and support structures.
The book traces grassroots economic practices located in place
- with concrete meanings, values and ideologies - to wider processes
of dispossession and accumulation, and ultimately demonstrates that
everyday interactions on the local scale provide a significant sense of
the global.
SUSANA NAROTZKY is Professor of Social Anthropology at the
University of Barcelona. She is the former President of the
European Association of Social Anthropologists.

Workers’ Inquiry and Global Class
Struggle:
Strategies, Tactics, Objectives
Edited by Robert Ovetz

A major new study looking at workers’ inquiry and
its catalyzing role in the rebirth of a global labor
movement from below

Rumors of the death of the global labor movement have been greatly
exaggerated. Rising phoenix-like from the ashes of the old trade
union movement, workers’ struggle is being reborn from below.
By engaging in what Karl Marx called a workers’ inquiry,
workers are studying their own working conditions, the technical
composition of capital and how to recompose their own power in
order to devise new tactics, strategies, organisztional forms and
objectives. These workers’ inquiries, from call center workers, to
platform workers, to truckers, building cleaners, contingent miners,
and adjunct professors, are re-energizing unions, bypassing unions
altogether or innovating new forms of workers’ organizations.
In one of the first major studies to critically assess this new cycle
of working class struggle, Robert Ovetz collects together case studies
from over a dozen contributors, looking at workers’ movements in
China, Mexico, the US, South Africa, Turkey, France, Argentina,
Italy, Portugal and the UK. The book reveals how these new forms
of struggle are no longer limited to single sectors of the economy or
contained by state borders, but are circulating internationally and
disrupting the global capitalist system as they do.
ROBERT OVETZ is a Lecturer in Political Science at San Jose
State University. He is the author of When Workers Shot Back
(Brill, 2018), a member of the editorial board of the Journal of
Labor and Society and is on the editorial committee of Notes
From Below.

Politics

October 2020
Pb: £24.99 / 9780745340869
Hb: £75 / 9780745340845
Series: Wildcat
224pp
5.3” x 8.5”
World. All languages

A unique study of new forms of
workers’ organization
Includes studies from China,
Mexico, the US, South Africa,
India, Turkey, France, Italy,
Portugal and the UK

RELATED TITLE:
WORKING THE PHONES
Control and Resistance in Call
Centres

Jamie Woodcock
Pb: $27
ISBN: 9780745399065
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Bread and Roses:
Gender and Class Under Capitalism
Andrea D’Atri
Translated by Nathaniel Flakin

A passionate journey through the history
of feminism by the founder of ‘Pan Y Rosas’

Is it possible to develop a radical socialist feminism that fights for the
emancipation of women and of all humankind?
This book is a journey through the history of feminism. Using
the concrete struggles of women, the Marxist feminist Andrea D’Atri
traces the history of the women’s and workers’ movement from
the French Revolution to queer theory. She analyses the divergent
paths feminists have woven for their liberation from oppression and
uncovers where they have hit dead ends.
With the global working class made up of a disproportionate
number of women, women are central in leading the charge for the
next revolution and laying down blueprints for an alternative future.
D’Atri makes a fiery plea for dismantling capitalist patriarchy.
ANDREA D’ATRI is founder of the Argentinian women’s
organisation, ‘Pan Y Rosas’ (Bread and Roses), one of the
largest socialist women’s organisations in the world. She is
also a psychologist and specialist in Women’s Studies.
NATHANIEL FLAKIN is a freelance journalist and historian
based in New York and Berlin. He is the author of Martin
Monath: A Jewish Resistance Fighter Among Nazi Soldiers (Pluto,
2019).

Gender Studies

December 2020
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745341187
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341170
256pp
215 x 135mm
World. English language only.
The author is the founder of
one of the largest socialist
women’s organisations in the
world
Sold over 60,000 copies across
Europe and South America
The author inspired thousands
of activists and students
during her 2019 European tour
RELATED TITLE:
WOMEN AND WORK
Feminism, Labour, and Social
Reproduction

Susan Ferguson
Pb: £18.99
ISBN: 9780745338712
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Crossover

The Imperial Discipline:
Race and the Founding
of International Relations
Alexander E. Davis, Vineet Thakur
and Peter Vale
An analysis of the origins of the field of
International Relations from a decolonial
perspective

This book questions the accepted origins of the field of International
Relations (IR). Commonly understood to have emerged from the
horrors of WW1 with the goal of bringing about world peace, the
authors argue that on the contrary, IR came from a somewhat less
noble tradition – that of the Round Table.
The Round Table were a network of imperialists emerging in
the late 1800s across five key British imperial societies: Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, South Africa and India. Their aim was to
improve imperial governance, placing the empire into a position to
control world affairs. Although they ultimately failed to rearrange
world order according to their vision, they did help to build what we
now call the discipline of IR.
The Round Table’s ‘scientific method’ for the study of world
affairs was rapidly subsumed into each geopolitical context. Through
telling this story, the authors recover it, and interrogate its meanings
for the discipline of IR today. They show the importance of the
Global South to IR’s foundations, and argue that IR scholarship in
this period was intertwined with imperial racial thought in ways that
it should not and cannot forget.
ALEXANDER E. DAVIS is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at
La Trobe University’s Department of Politics, Media and
Philosophy, Australia.
VINEET THAKUR is University Lecturer in History and
International Relations at Leiden University, the Netherlands.

International Relations

Academic

November 2020
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745340623
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745340609
240pp
215 x 135mm
World. All languages
Part of a growing movement to
decolonise the academy
A companion to Robert Vitalis’
acclaimed book White World
Order, Black Power Politics
Highly relevant to courses on
International Relations around
the world
RELATED TITLE:
RED INTERNATIONAL AND
BLACK CARIBBEAN
Communists in New York City,
Mexico and the West Indies,
1919-1939

Margaret Stevens
Pb: £10
ISBN: 9780745337265

PETER VALE is the founding director of the Johannesburg
Institute for Advanced Study, and Nelson Mandela Professor
of Politics Emeritus, Rhodes University, South Africa.
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Nestor Makhno and Rural Anarchism
in Ukraine, 1917-1921
Colin Darch

The definitive history of the Ukrainian anarchocommunist Makhnovists

Histories of the Russian Revolution often present the Bolshevik
seizure of power in 1917 as the central event, neglecting the
diverse struggles of urban and rural revolutionaries across the
heartlands of the Russian Empire. This book takes as its subject
one such struggle, the anarcho-communist peasant revolt led by
Nestor Makhno in left-bank Ukraine, locating it in the context of
the final collapse of the Empire that began in 1914.
Between 1917 and 1921, the Makhnovists fought German
and Austrian invaders, reactionary monarchist forces, Ukrainian
nationalists and sometimes the Bolsheviks themselves. Drawing
upon anarchist ideology, the Makhnovists gathered widespread
support amongst the Ukrainian peasantry, taking up arms when
under attack and playing a significant role - in temporary alliance
with the Red Army - in the defeats of the White Generals Denikin
and Wrangel. Often dismissed as a kulak revolt, or a manifestation
of Ukrainian nationalism, Colin Darch analyzes the successes
and failures of the Makhnovist movement, emphasizing its
revolutionary character.
Over 100 years after the revolutions, this book reveals a lesser
known side of 1917, contributing both to histories of the period
and broadening the narrative of 1917, whilst enriching the lineage
of anarchist history.
COLIN DARCH is a fellow of the Human Sciences Research
Council of South Africa, and an honorary researcher at the
University of Cape Town.
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History

September 2020
Pb: £19.99 / 9780745338873
Hb: £75 / 9780745338880
240pp
6” x 9”
World. All languages

Reveals a little known history
of the 1917 revolutions
Will be of interest to scholars
of 1917 and anarchism, as well
as activists

RELATED TITLE:
PAINTING THE TOWN RED
Politics and the Arts During the
1919 Hungarian Soviet Republic

Bob Dent
Pb: £24.99
ISBN: 9780745337760

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Feminism,
Interrupted:

Split:
Class Divides Uncovered

Disrupting Power

Ben Tippet

Lola Olufemi

It’s time to reclaim a rebellious,
radical feminism.

Politics

Political Theory

March 2020
Pb: £9.99 / 9780745340067
160pp
198 x 129mm
Series: Outspoken
World. All languages

From ‘scroungers’ to ‘strivers’, we
need a new class story.

Politics

March 2020
Pb: £9.99 / 9780745340210
144pp
198 x 129mm
Series: Outspoken
World. All languages

Black Minded:

Can’t Pay, Won’t Pay:

The Political Philosophy
of Malcolm X

The Fight to Stop the Poll
Tax

Michael E. Sawyer

Simon Hannah

The first book on the political
philosophy of this radical hero.

A history of the social movement
that brought down Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher.

March 2020
Pb: £18.99 / 9780745340746
Hb: £75 / 9780745340739
160pp
215 x 135mm
Series: Black Critique
World. All languages

History

The Fight for
Scottish Democracy:

March 2020
Pb: £16.99 / 9780745340814
Hb: £75 / 9780745340852
224pp
215 x 135mm
World. All languages

I Want to Believe:
Posadism, UFOs and
Apocalypse Communism

Rebellion and Reform
in 1820

A.M. Gittlitz

Murray Armstrong
A brand-new history of Scotland’s
radical war for democracy in 1820.

History

April 2020
Pb: £14.99 / 9780745341330
Hb: £75 / 9780745341323
304pp
198 x 129mm
World. All languages

Aliens, nuclear war and talking
dolphins; this book is a study of the
weird and wonderful world of the
Posadists.
History

April 2020
Pb: £17.99 / 9780745340777
Hb: £75 / 9780745340760
240pp
215 x 135mm
World. All languages
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Bestsellers
Title

Author

Date

RRP

ISBN

May Made Me

Abidor

Feb-18

12.99

9780745336947

Choke Points

Alimahomed-Wilson

Apr-18

18.99

9780745337241

Burning Country

Al-Shami

Feb-18

14.99

9780745337821

How the West Came to Rule

Anievas

Jun-15

27.99

9780745336152

The Fight for Scottish Democracy

Armstrong

Apr-20

14.99

9780745341330

Revolution in Rojava

Ayboga

Oct-16

17.99

9780745336596

The Last Earth

Baroud

Feb-18

14.99

9780745337999

John Maclean

Bell

Oct-18

14.99

9780745338385

Bad News for Labour

Berry

Sep-19

14.99

9780745340661

Decolonising the University

Bhambra

Aug-18

16.99

9780745338200

Social Reproduction Theory

Bhattacharya

Oct-17

18.99

9780745399881

Monitored

Bloom

Jan-19

16.99

9780745338620

Mask Off

Bola

Sep-19

9.99

9780745338743

The Latino Question

Carlos

Aug-18

18.99

9780745335247

Hidden San Francisco

Carlsson

Feb-20

14.99

9780745340944

Dying for an iPhone

Chan

Apr-20

14.99

9780745341293

Delirium and Resistance

Charnley

Apr-17

19.99

9780745336848

Unlocking Sustainable Cities

Chatterton

Nov-18

16.99

9780745337012

On Western Terrorism

Chomsky

Feb-17

7.99

9780745399317

Wobblies of the World

Cole

Oct-17

10

9780745399591

The Violence of Austerity

Cooper

May-17

10

9780745399485

Propaganda Blitz

Cromwell

Sep-18

14.99

9780745338118

Balfour’s Shadow

Cronin

Jun-17

10

9780745399430

How to Read Donald Duck

Dorfman

Mar-19

14.99

9780745339788

The Communist Manifesto

Engels

Jan-17

7.99

9780745399379

Small Places, Large Issues - Fourth Edition

Eriksen

Aug-15

19.99

9780745335933

What is Anthropology?

Eriksen

May-17

16.99

9780745399652

A History of Anthropology

Eriksen

May-13

18.99

9780745333526

Overheating

Eriksen

Jun-16

19.99

9780745336343

Palestine’s Horizon

Falk

Mar-17

10

9780745399744

Reading ‘Capital’ Today

Fanelli

Apr-17

10

9780745399713

A People’s History of the Russian Revolution

Faulkner

Jan-17

12.99

9780745399034

A Radical History of the World

Faulkner

Sep-18

14.99

9780745338040

Reclaiming the State

Fazi

Sep-17

18.99

9780745337326

The Palestine-Israel Conflict - Fourth Edition

Ferry

Jul-17

7.99

9780745399263

Behind Closed Doors

Fiennes

Sep-19

9.99

9780745338736

Marx’s ‘Capital’ - Sixth Edition

Fine

Jul-16

7.99

9780745336978
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Martin Monath

Flakin

Oct-19

14.99

9780745339955

The Death of Homo Economicus

Fleming

Sep-17

7.99

9780745399409

Talking to North Korea

Ford

Sep-18

14.99

9780745337852

Toussaint Louverture

Forsdick

May-17

7.99

9780745335148

Staying Power

Fryer

Sep-18

16.99

9780745338309

Anthropology and Development

Gardner

Feb-15

24.99

9780745333649

The Digital Party

Gerbaudo

Dec-18

18.99

9780745335797

A Party with Socialists in It

Hannah

Feb-18

12.99

9780745337470

Feminism is for Everybody

hooks

Oct-00

18.99

9780745317335

Ain’t I a Woman

hooks

Jan-87

18.99

9780861043798

Feminist Theory

hooks

May-00

22.99

9780745316635

Stitched Up

Hoskins

Jan-14

14.99

9780745334561

Humans and Other Animals

Hurn

Apr-12

22.99

9780745331195

A Jewdas Haggadah

Jewdas

Mar-19

12.99

9780745339801

Peter Kennard

Kennard

Aug-19

19.99

9780745339870

Counterinsurgency and Collusion in Northern Ireland

McGovern

Mar-19

24.99

9780745338996

Towards a Gay Communism

Mieli

May-18

18.99

9780745399515

Keenie Meenie

Miller

Jan-20

12.99

9780745340791

A Theory of ISIS

Mohamedou

Nov-17

19.99

9780745399096

James Baldwin

Mullen

Sep-19

20

9780745338545

A Certain Amount of Madness

Murrey

Mar-18

24.99

9780745337579

Hope Lies in the Proles

Newsinger

Mar-18

16.99

9780745399287

The Political Thought of Abdullah Öcalan

Öcalan

Apr-17

12.99

9780745399768

Shut Down the Business School

Parker

May-18

14.99

9780745399164

Burning Up

Pirani

Aug-18

18.99

9780745335612

Sound System

Randall

Mar-17

12.99

9780745399300

The Universal Journalist - Fifth Edition

Randall

Apr-16

17.99

9780745336763

Introducing a New Economics

Reardon

Nov-17

40

9780745334882

The Corporation That Changed the World - Second Edition Robins

Oct-12

16.99

9780745331959

Rebel Footprints - Second Edition

Rosenberg

Apr-19

12.99

9780745338552

Jewish History, Jewish Religion

Shahak

Sep-08

22.99

9780745328409

On the Arab-Jew, Palestine, and Other Displacements

Shohat

Apr-17

10

9780745399492

Economics for Everyone - Second Edition

Stanford

Jun-15

16.99

9780745335773

A History of Modern Lebanon

Traboulsi

Jun-12

27.99

9780745332741

Elinor Ostrom’s Rules for Radicals

Wall

Oct-17

16.99

9780745399355

Alt-Right

Wendling

Apr-18

12.99

9780745337456

Voices from the ‘Jungle’

Writers

Apr-17

14.99

9780745399683
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RADICALS
IN CONVERSATION
The monthly podcast from Pluto Press,
one of the world’s leading independent
radical publishers.
Every month we sit down with leading
campaigners, authors and academics
to bring you in-depth conversations
and radical perspectives on the issues
that matter the most.

The New Intellectuals is a monthly
interview show produced for
The People’s Forum. Hosted
by author, educator and TPF
director of research, Jordan T.
Camp, it features interviews
with intellectuals invested in the
struggles of the poor, working
class, and the dispossessed in
North America and the world.
Subscribe to the podcast today
via Radicals in Conversation.
Photos:
Top Right: Tithi Bhattacharya, on RIC
Middle Left: Jordan T. Camp, TNI host
Bottom Left: Stephanie Brito, on TNI

Pluto is excited to announce a new
partnership in 2020 with The People’s
Forum. We will be collaborating to bring
you the most insightful conversations
taking place on the left today. Tune
in each month for both Radicals in
Conversation and The New Intellectuals.

Subscribe to both podcasts
now via Apple Podcasts,
Spotify, Podbean, Overcast
and most other hosting
platforms.

